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Location Connecticut
https://www.genclassifieds.com/x-736277-z

  QR Code Link to This Post

 Looking for your LIVE performance to be captured onto DVD ?
 Great for promotion, on the web, and for personal use.

 ~ Up to 6 HD Canon cameras are used !! ~

  Hey there, Video Mike here offering
 an ON LOCATION Filming service.
 My prices are far CHEAPER than most out there offered !
 Cause as a band I know you don't make much money.
 My prices include up to 6 cameras filming and all editing.
 Hence: DVD's - DONE DIRT CHEAP !!
 ALSO can offer JUST FILMING
 and YOU can edit them. You just get files..

  ~ OVER ALL VIEW TO FILMING LIVE BANDS ~

  The main purpose is to represent the Musical Talent with great audio & good video,
 BUT if only 1 was available Audio is the way to go.
 That is the most important fundamental in filming live bands.
 You can do many fancy things to a video but if it doesn't have good audio,
 it just doesn't sell the product. Especially if a promoter or venue wants to
 hear what you sound like. If it sounds horrible then no one cares to book you.
 They will see you if they hire you to perform at their place of business.
 REMEMBER THIS - On the web bad audio makes you
 sound like crap - no matter how talented you are !!

 I record bands and give you edited LIVE recordings of what bands do best...PLAY LIVE !!
 A self Producer who films and promotes bands in the western ma area.
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 Also a local musician who plays drums AND percussion too.
 Always looking for more bands to film who are ORIGINAL
 and COVER BANDS are on the smaller circuit.

  I use all CANON VIXIA HF R 300 & 400 camera's
 with DOLBY STEREO and 16X9 screen.
 This is done at FULL HD 1980X1080,
 but as a DVD to watch it comes out 720X480 in SD
  but looks great. To get files in HD I can put the file/s
 of the songs onto a DVD, but it would have to be
 on a Blu-ray to VIEW on a player in HD.

  I can go to Festivals, small venues, or places where there is no electricity.
 I download into the computer and
make chapters of the songs and burn a copy.
 IF you are not local or too far away, I would need 50% deposit and
 then the rest when ready to send OR Meet up locally
 Then you get the DVD sent to you in a week or two (depending how big the show is),
 in a Bubble Mailer. (priority mail extra)
 OR I can meet up with you if your local and get you copies in person.
 I also make nice up to 6 camera videos for youtube with these cameras.

  Check out my youtube site for some examples of what I have shot...
 THESE BANDS ARE ALL ORIGINAL
  DrumJamMusic2
 When I upload a video, I can make it full HD for viewing. IF you want the DVD to have all songs in HD I can do that as a file, so it could be used to upload online and
viewed to see on a computer, not a DVD player.

  ~ * Here are just some of the bands that I've filmed * ~

  Jennifer Batten of Michael Jackson (10 years toured)(Portlan OR)
 Tom Constanten of Grateful Dead & Jefferson Starship (NJ),
 L.A. Guns (L.A. Calif.),
 Stephen Pearcy of Ratt (Hollywood Calif.),
 Zo2 (NYC),
 Mike Farris (Nashville TN) (Lead singer of Screamin' Cheetah Wheelies),
 Peter Prince & Moon Boot Lover - (NY.) ,
 Strangefolk (VT.),
 Assembly of Dust (NYC),
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 Lez Zeppelin (NYC),
 Ghost of Jupiter (MA)
 LOURDS (NYC),
 Ryan Montbleau Band (Boston MA),
 STIR FRIED w/ Buddy Cage - (NJ)
 Seth Adam Band (CT),
 Back in Black (MA),
 Talos (MA)
 SAUCE - (Providence R.I.) ,
 The Alchemystics - (Amherst MA.) ,
 Super 400 (NY),
 The Wildcat O'Halloran Band (sunderland, MA),
 Appalachian Still (MA),
 Zach Deputy (GA)
 The North & South Dakotas (NY)
 DPR Danny Pease & the Regulators (South Hadley MA),
 MERRICK SECTION (Worcester MA),
 Reid Genauer (New York),
 CASH IS KING (CT/MASS),
 Sever the Drama (CT)
 In The Red (CT)
 Jiggle The Handle (MA)
 TRIPLE XXX (MA)
 "Big Al" Anderson (Of NRBQ) (CT)
 Lobsterz from Marz (MA)
 RANE (from CT)
 The Spampinato Brothers (MA)
 Stare down the Sun (Holyoke MA),
 Pallet (Holyoke, Ma),
 Truck Stop Troubadours (MA)
 Chris Piquette Band (West Springfield MA)
  and many many others..

  Here is my other site with cover bands/songs
 THESE ARE COVER BANDS/SONGS
  coverthisonenow

  I have filmed bands in Boston, Worcester,Providence, Hartford,
 Greenfield, Worcester, New York state & city, Vermont,
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 Western Ma, and the greater Springfield area.

  Interested in this service drop me a line !!!
 All bands have been satisfied !! You will too !!

  CLICK HERE
 FACEBOOK PAGE
 FOR SCHEDULE OF
 BANDS BEING FILMED
 AND WHAT DATES
 ARE OPEN FOR SHOOTS

  Unfortunately after trying to film 4 bands at the tank,
 I can't do multi cameras there as it was a stadium sound in a closet.
 The entire room was vibrating. Not 1 camera was able to be
  vibration free no mater what I did. So if anyone wants to be filmed,
 not at the Tank in Agawam.

  ~ Please Note ~
 NOT AVAILABLE FOR ANY
 MAXIMUM CAPACITY
 VIDEO SHOOTS !!!!!!
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